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Introduction
This student workbook contains questions that are generic to the three main examination boards
offering ICT at advanced level (OCR, AQA, WJEC) and would even be suitable for some of the theo-
retical parts of Applied ICT. The six chapters are aimed at reminding the student of the key parts of
the specifications, reinforcing the vocabulary they must learn and enabling them to gain practice in
answering examination-type questions.

The chapters cover the following points:
� the systems cycle
� designing computer-based information systems
� networks and communication
� applications of ICT
� implementing computer-based information systems
� implications of ICT

The teacher notes are mainly concerned with providing possible (though not exhaustive) answers of
the type that examiners will find acceptable. One of the hardest things to get across to students is
the need to make a point to score a mark. Repetition in an answer only wastes time and can
prevent the student including material that could score extra marks.

The workbook is not intended to be stand-alone, but to enable revision once the work has been
covered. In each chapter the questions are roughly graded so that, in general, the earlier questions
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are less demanding in terms of analytical skills than the later ones — although in some cases the
subject matter means this is not possible.

The workbook is a good source of homework questions and would work well alongside past papers.
The convenience of these workbooks is that the topics are grouped together for ease of use.

The introduction to the workbook gives the student guidance on interpreting questions. It would be
helpful if you amplified these points.

1 The systems cycle
Question 1

Six stages of the system life cycle can be taken from the following list, though they should be in
the correct order for full marks.
� definition of the problem
� investigation and analysis
� design
� implementation
� testing
� installation
� documentation
� evaluation and maintenance
� review

Question 2
Reasons why a questionnaire would be better than interviews could include:
� The branches are widely dispersed.
� There are potentially too many people to gather information from for interviewing to be practical.
� Statistical analysis is more easily carried out using data from questionnaires.
� The questions are predetermined and cannot be departed from, which focuses respondents’

answers.
� The questions are more objective that other forms of data collection.
� It is generally quicker to collect data by questionnaire.

Question 3
a Requirements specification:

� the customer requirements
� the functional requirements of the system, i.e. what it is expected to do
� details of the proposed performance of the system
� details of the proposed security of the system
� a timescale for completion of the system
� any major constraints

b Design specification:
� the purpose of the system
� validation rules
� test plan
� the hardware to be used
� the software to be used to write the system
� information about the people involved in the design
� the inputs, outputs and processes
� the links between sections of the system
� data flow diagram
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� assumptions, limitations and constraints
� data structures
� colours/fonts/sizes

c System specification:
� the hardware to be used
� the software to be used to write the system
� the people involved in the design of the system
� the way the system will be organised

Question 4
Adaptive maintenance: to adapt the system to external change.
Perfective maintenance: to enhance the performance of the system.
Corrective maintenance: to fix bugs in the system.

Question 5
Iterative customisation is the process of repeating the design–refine–design loop.

Question 6
a CASE stands for computer-aided software engineering.
b Ways in which the use of tools such as CASE can assist an analyst include the following:

� It supports the analysis and design stages of a system.
� It helps to document the system.
� It creates simulated user dialogues.
� Its built-in rules cross-check for errors.
� It enforces careful definition of user requirements.
� It provides automatic code generators.

Question 7
Prototyping is a method in which the designer first designs part of a system, for example a user
interface. This is then tested by a user or group of users. The designer uses their comments to refine
the original design and may send the refined version back to the user for further evaluation. This
cycle of design–refine–design can be repeated many times until the system is satisfactory.

Question 8
Reasons for not proceeding can include any three from the following:
� To solve the problem would be too expensive.
� The necessary hardware or software does not exist and could not be produced.
� It might not be realistic (e.g. involving anti-gravity devices or machines running on water).
� It would take too long to produce.

Question 9
A Gantt chart is used to plot the possible progress of a project through time. Each activity is shown
as a block of time. It is used as a project planning tool. A Gantt chart shows the dependencies of
tasks on each other. It helps establish a possible finish date and to show which activities can take
place concurrently.

Question 10
a User documentation; technical documentation
b User documentation can include:

� contents page
� installation guide
� how to input
� how to output
� backup/archiving procedures
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� explanation of error messages
� on-screen help
Technical documentation can include:
� description of data dictionary (if relevant)
� annotated code/algorithms (if relevant)
� relationships between tables/web pages
� validation checks for inputs
� recommended hardware and software
� peripheral configurations

Question 11
The relationships are:

a CUSTOMERS and PAPERS: many-to-many
b PAPERS and CUSTOMERS: many-to-many
c CUSTOMERS and CUSTOMERS_PAPERS: one-to-many

Question 12
An ERD showing how the entities are linked:

Question 13
Tools should include three from the following:
� entity relationship diagrams
� state transition diagrams
� data flow diagrams
� flowcharts
� structure diagrams

2 Designing computer-based information systems
Question 1

Characteristics of a multi-tasking system are:
� Each program can be given a time-slice.
� Several tasks (programs) can be run apparently at the same time.
� The operating system switches between tasks so quickly that the user is unaware that this is

happening.
� Programs with greater priority can interrupt a program currently using the CPU.

Question 2
Four processing systems:
� single-user
� multi-tasking
� multi-user (multi-access)
� batch

Customers Papers

Customers_Papers
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Question 3
A single-user system is one which only allows one user at a time to use the computer.

Question 4
a An example of transaction processing could be online booking of a theatre seat. The booking is

processed before the next booking is undertaken.
b An example of real-time processing could be a modern car’s use of electronics to communicate

between the brake pedal and the brakes. The input immediately affects the output.

Question 5
a Any five factors from the list given on page 14 of the workbook, under the heading ‘The

human–computer interface (HCI)’.
b Any three controls from the following list:

� buttons to run a specific action or to jump to another area of the screen or to another screen
� hyperlinks to jump to another document or to another point on the screen
� drop-down boxes to limit choice
� check boxes to allow a number of choices
� radio buttons to limit choice to one option

Question 6
a Dialogue is interactive communication between computers and humans or between humans and

computers.
b

Question 7
a The characteristics of the interface include:

� intuitive to use/no need for training
� able to provide printed copy
� operates quickly and accurately
� indicates where in the shop the item can be found

b The benefits to the staff are as follows. Each answer could be worth 1 or 2 marks depending on
whether the student has provided a consequence with the benefit.
� There is no need to discuss stock availability with customers who may not wish to purchase.
� They can spend more time working with customers who want to buy something.
� Special offers and prices can be displayed on the interface, saving staff time explaining them.

c The benefits to the customers are:
� They can save time by not having to queue to ask a salesperson.
� They can search for matching items, e.g. the right size drill for particular screws.
� They can see pictures of the items which might help in identifying them on the shelves.
� They can be made aware of special offers and so maximise the efficiency of their spending.

Question 8
Perception
The user has preconceived ideas, e.g. green means ‘go’, red means ‘stop’, or an X in the top right
corner means close a window. If the system looks familiar, the user thinks they can use it. Certain
sounds are perceived as ‘go on’ or ‘you’ve made a mistake’. These sounds and schemes should
be incorporated into the interface so that the customer perceives it as easy to use.

Type of dialogue Examples of methods of communication

Human–computer mouse, keyboard, microphone

Computer–human screen, speaker, printer

Computer–computer wires, microwaves, radio waves, infrared
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Attention
The user has a limited attention span, especially when shopping and using the interface in full view
of other customers. The interface must be designed so that subsequent screens use similar colour
schemes and layouts, menus are logical and the purpose of each screen is obvious.

Memory
The customer is an infrequent user of the interface and will probably not remember how to use
it from the last visit. If the page layouts are consistent and uncluttered, short-term memory will
suffice: the user will know from their use of the first page how to use the others.

Learning
Use of the interface must be intuitive as the user may not be familiar with it. On-screen help should
be available.

Question 9
The model human processor draws an analogy between the processing and storage performed
by a computer and the perceptual, cognitive, motor and memory activities of a human. In simple
terms, if a message box appears on the screen, the user’s attention can be drawn to the box by a
sound or flashing text. The human gives the required response — such as clicking a mouse button
to answer ‘yes’ or ‘no’ — on the basis of their knowledge and perception of the situation.

Question 10
This is a discussion question and the answer should justify and/or expand points made and provide
a reasoned conclusion. Points which could be used are:
� Users bring their preconceived ideas to the interface.
� Most users will proceed by trial and error.
� It is important for the designers to understand the user’s ‘mental model’ to ensure the product

matches the model.
� The user will get confused using an interface that does not match the mental model.
� If not confident about using the system, the user will give up.
� It should be possible to use such an interface without training.

3 Networks and communication
Question 1
a

Ring network

Data in one
direction only Terminal

or device

Bus network

Terminal Server Terminal Printer
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Award:
� mark for correct diagram (could have spurs)
� mark for correct dataflow arrows
� mark for labels

b The star network is best for a client–server system because each individual station is connected
directly to the server. If one goes down, the others can still communicate with the server.

Question 2
a (Copper) cable, radio waves, fibre-optic cable.
b Bandwidth is the measure of capacity of a communication channel, e.g. a wire. It is measured in

bits per second, i.e. the number of bits (binary digits) that can be transmitted along the line in one
second.

c Cables are usually made of copper. They are prone to electrical surges such as those caused by
lightning strikes. Long cables cannot maintain the strength of the signal and can only carry
limited bandwidth. Fibre-optic cables are made from fine glass fibres and they transmit data in
the form of light. No electrical interference is possible. Very high bandwidths are possible,
allowing data to be transmitted at many hundreds of megabits per second. Radio waves are
useful for sites that are difficult to wire, but this type of network needs one or more transmit-
ters. Radio waves are prone to electrical interference and cannot carry as great a bandwidth as
fibre optics.

d An intranet is a network providing services similar to those of the internet, but with access usually
restricted to members of a pre-defined group, e.g. one company or school.

e Award up to 2 marks for each role, except ‘Switch’, which is given as an example in the workbook.

Component Role

Switch A device that filters packets and forwards them between segments of the
LAN. A switch looks at the data packets as they are received and forwards
each packet to the appropriate destination device. By delivering a
message only to the device it was intended for, a switch conserves
network bandwidth, thus offering better performance than a hub.

Hub A connection point between cables in a network. Managed hubs have
extra features, such as monitoring traffic between them. A hub contains a
number of ports. When a packet arrives at one port, it is copied to the
other ports so that all segments of the LAN can see all packets. Some
intelligent hubs can be used by the administrator to monitor network
traffic.

Star network

DeviceServer
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Question 3
Allow up to 3 marks for advantages or 3 for disadvantages. Full marks only if both advantages
and disadvantages have been described.

Advantages
� Useful for sites that are difficult to wire.
� Useful for people needing communications with portable devices such as laptops.
� Generally cheaper to install than other networks.
� Allows computer to keep working outside the building. Useful for registering PE classes or

recording data for sports days.

Disadvantages
� Needs a transmitter. If the network is large, several of these may be needed.
� Prone to electrical interference.
� Not as secure as wired systems.
� Does not have high bandwidth.

Question 4
Facilities of e-mail
� Send and receive messages to/from an individual.
� Send and receive messages to/from a group of users.
� Send a reply to a message.
� Delete messages no longer required.
� Store messages in folders.
� Compose draft messages.
� Send and receive attachments.
� Maintain address books.

Facilities of teleconferencing
� Conduct meetings between student and teacher even when geographically separated.
� Include voice and pictures.
� Give demonstrations.
� Work interactively as a group, e.g. a number of students and a teacher.

Component Role

Network
interface card

A piece of computer hardware that allows devices to connect to a wired
network. It is generally installed into a slot in the computer or peripheral.

Router A router forwards data packets along a network. Routers are generally
located at gateways (where two networks connect). They determine the
best path for forwarding the packets, and they communicate with other
routers to configure the best route between any two hosts.

Repeater A device that receives a signal and boosts it along the next leg of its
journey. A series of repeaters may be used if the cables are very long. A
repeater cleans up a signal by removing unwanted ‘noise’.

Bridge A bridge connects one LAN to another that uses the same protocol. A
bridge takes each message on an LAN and sends it to the same LAN or
forwards it to the other LAN. Bridges develop a learning table so that they
can remember the destination of messages in order to make the process
more efficient.
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Suitability of purpose

Question 5
Advantages of using a cellular system include:
� The system is usually cheap for local calls.
� The user can make or receive calls anywhere covered by the network.
� A connection to the internet means the phone can be used to access information.
� The phone can be used for entertainment.
Disadvantages include:
� You cannot make a phone call if you are out of range of a base station.
� Reception can be lost inside buildings or tunnels.
� Calls can often be very expensive, especially if made from abroad.

Question 6

Question 7
a Standards in hardware and software are the rules that govern how they are created and the levels

of performance they should achieve.
b A protocol is the set of rules to be followed by a device when communicating. Protocols are usually

defined by bodies such as the International Standards Organisation (ISO).
c Protocols and standards are necessary to ensure that:

� software will work on hardware regardless of manufacturer
� technical help can be available from third parties
� peripherals produced by one company will work with computers produced by another
� communication between devices is possible
For data to be transmitted across a network successfully it must be understood by the receiving
station. Without protocols, messages could not arrive at the selected destination, data packets
would not be understood by other stations, and mail could not be delivered.

Type of connection Appropriate use

ADSL Broadband connection to the internet/downloading films or live
broadcasts

Cable Cable TV, internet connections, LANs

Wireless LANs, home networks, communications where wiring would be difficult

Leased line For uninterrupted and secure links between a branch of a company
and head office

Satellite Television, phone calls, GPS

E-mail Teleconferencing

No travelling is required. No travelling is required.

User doesn’t have to be present to receive
the work/information.

User must be present at the appropriate time.

Apart from the computer, no special
equipment is necessary.

Camera, sound system and broadband
required.

There is a time delay between sending
questions and getting answers.

Interactive: user can ask questions
immediately.

Work is written and can be studied in detail. No permanent record is made unless the
meeting is recorded.
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Question 8
a The role of a file server is to provide the central disk storage and to hold the user accounts and

password details. Access rights supplied by the network administrator are stored here.
b The role of a printer server is to manage the print queues and printers attached to the network.
c The role of a proxy server is to ‘stand guard’ at the point where an LAN meets the internet, to

isolate the WAN from the LAN. It prevents unauthorised access to the LAN by external users and
filters internal users’ access to external sources. It is usually associated with a firewall.

Question 9
Backup server, applications server, mail server.

Question 10
This is a discussion question, so the student should provide at least three paragraphs: an intro-
duction, an elaboration and a conclusion. Points should be made in sufficient detail to make a
sensible discussion. Points that could be made include:
� Various means of communication can be used, e.g. laptops, mobile phones, satellite phones etc.
� Staff can communicate back to Freebies, reporting on offers and asking for permission to buy and sell.
� All staff can keep up to date on the latest offers, and sales staff can respond almost instantly to

the latest purchases, making Freebies innovative and competitive.
� It does mean that there is no relief from the bombardment of daily reports from all over the

world. Many cases of ‘e-mail stress’ are being reported.
� The staff might react too quickly to the latest information.
� Head office knows where all the staff are at any time.
� Reliance on mobile communications means that a fall-back plan is needed in case the

communications equipment fails or is lost or stolen.
� Costs need to be taken into consideration: it can be expensive to phone from abroad.

Question 11
This is a discussion question, so the student should provide at least three paragraphs: an intro-
duction, an elaboration and a conclusion. Points should be made in sufficient detail to make a
sensible discussion. Points that could be made include:
� The internet is a network of computers across the world using existing telecommunications such

as telephone lines and satellite links. Unlimited data and resources can be shared, allowing staff
to research goods for sale all over the world. Using the messaging facilities staff can communi-
cate with other companies. Since the coverage is worldwide and is generally unrestricted by
governments or local conditions it can be used by travelling staff even while they are away from
base.

� An intranet is a network providing services similar to those of the internet but with access
restricted to Freebies staff. Some areas devoted to personnel or finance may be further
restricted.

� An extranet is part of an intranet that can be accessed by the public through the internet. In
Freebies’ case this means that prospective purchasers or companies with something to sell can
access part of Freebies’ intranet and perhaps use online booking forms.

4 Applications of ICT
Question 1
a Human resource roles:

� fitness trainer � computer operator � administrator
b Accommodation resources:

� training room � swimming pool � office
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c Technological resources:
� computer � scanner
� printer � fitness machine monitor

Question 2
Any three from the list given on page 36 of the workbook under the heading ‘Management infor-
mation sytems’.

Question 3
Any six from:

� answering services � ring back
� forwarding services � call waiting
� automatic control of a system � call barring

using phone keypad � personalised ringtones

Question 4
Uses of ICT in the featured systems are as listed on pages 33–34 of the workbook under the 
headings ‘Banking systems’, ‘Production control systems’ and ‘Human resource management 
(HRM) systems’.

Question 5
a Two points explained gain up to 2 marks each. For example:

� risk of identity theft/phishing e-mails/cloning
� risk of personal data being used for inappropriate purposes
� lack of privacy from commercial organisations wanting to know our habits, social status etc.
� mobile phone tracking/recording/CCTV cameras
� human error/garbage in, garbage out (GIGO)
� over-dependence on ICT
� pollution/problems of disposal

b Two points explained gain up to 2 marks each. For example:
� better laws/more laws/enforcement
� more intensive and accurate validation and verification
� better encryption of data
� better moral standards and understanding of ICT by the public
� policing of the internet
� intelligent software that protects the customer’s identity

Question 6
a Any four from:

� contains accurate data
� provides flexibility in data analysis
� provides data in an appropriate form
� is accessible to a wide range of users
� improves communications between management and employees
� allows individual project planning
� avoids information overload

b Any three from:
� overly complex requirement
� poor initial analysis
� lack of management involvement in the initial design
� inappropriate use of hardware and software
� lack of management knowledge about ICT systems
� lack of professional standards
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Question 7
a Distributed databases:

� partitioned between sites
� duplicated at each site
� held in a central database with remote local indexes

b Security issues may include:
� interception of data
� physical access to data
� consistency and integrity of data

Question 8
a CAL is the use of a computer to provide instructional information to a student, to pose questions

and to react to the student’s response.
b Advantages to the student could include:

� Training can be done at any time.
� Training can be done at home.
� The member of staff can study at his/her own pace.
� Sections can be repeated as often as necessary until they are understood.
Advantages to management could include:
� It is cheaper than having to hire a teacher.
� Employers can monitor the student’s progress.
� Staff are not taking up work time to do the training.
� The same system can be used as new staff join the firm, at no extra cost.

Question 9
a The characteristics of a stock control system are as listed in Chapter 4 of the workbook under the

heading ‘Stock control systems’ (page 34).
b Reasons why a stock control system is useful to CarParts could include:

� Large amounts of stock mean the provision and management of storage areas is expensive, and
the system helps the company keep track of its stock.

� Old stock may corrode (metal objects) or go out of date (electronic goods), and a stock control
system helps the company to monitor storage periods.

� The more stock that is purchased the more the firm has to pay. Stock unsold represents money
tied up, so firms prefer a ‘just-in-time’ approach to stock management so that nothing stays in
the store for long.

� As stock on the shelves represents money, the firm has less money available to buy other items,
which may be in greater demand.

� People have to be employed to count, clean and rearrange stock if it stays on the shelves too long.
� A stock control system allows the company to run a ‘just in time’ system, anticipating product

sales a few days ahead and replacing stock just before it runs out.

Question 10
This is a discussion question, so the student should provide at least three paragraphs: an intro-
duction, an elaboration and a conclusion. Points should be made in sufficient detail to make a
sensible discussion. For full marks the discussion must include reference to:
� range of services
� impact on viewers
� impact on broadcasting companies

Points that might be included in the discussion include the following.
Range of services:
� voting by pressing a button on a keypad
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� accessing e-mail and internet services through the television
� shopping using the television remote control
� choice of which camera’s output to view for sports events or reality television 
� participation from home in quizzes, gambling or game shows
� choice of when to watch programmes
� choice of happy or sad endings to plays
� pausing the programme to make a cup of tea before resuming viewing
Impact on viewers:
� Provision of subtitles for the hard of hearing or speakers of other languages, and audio descrip-

tions for the visually impaired during silent sequences.
� The combination of digital television with cable can create an interactive system enabling the

viewer to influence what they view and how they view it.
Impact on broadcasting companies:
� Increased competition can lead to production of better programmes.
� Innovation means companies have to keep up with rivals, which is expensive.
� In the standard-definition mode, broadcasters will be able to transmit up to six completely

separate programmes simultaneously.
� Increased competition for sponsorship.
� Expanded services create more opportunities for jobs.
� Greater flexibility in broadcasting is required.

5 Implementing computer-based information
systems

Question 1
a Off-the-shelf software is already written and can be purchased in shops.
b Custom-written software has to be specially written.

Question 2
b Advantages and disadvantages could include the following:

Advantages Disadvantages

Off-the-shelf � The software should have had 
most bugs removed as it has been
in the public domain for some time.

� There are existing users/help
groups/online help.

� The staff may already be familiar
with the software, so will need
minimal training.

� There should be little or no
decrease in the efficiency of opera-
tions immediately after installation.

� It can be purchased and used
almost at once.

� It is relatively cheap to buy as it is
already written and the costs are
effectively shared by a large
customer base.

� It may require significant changes
in working practices, which in turn
will require training.

� It may not do exactly what is
required; having it adapted will
involve further costs.

� It may have a larger memory
footprint than custom-written
software.
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Question 3
One appropriate factor from each section below earns up to 2 marks per section.

a Expertise of staff:
� Will they be able to handle the new system?
� Will they need training?
� Will staff need to be hired or made redundant?

b Costs of the new system:
� Will the benefits of the new system outweigh the costs?
� Will business be lost while the upgrades take place?

c Benefits of the new system:
� Will the system be more efficient than the old one?
� Will the system be competitive?
� Will the costs of the new system be covered by increased business and efficiency?

d Current system:
� Can the current process be stopped in order to install the new system?
� Will the new system be compatible with work done on the old system?

Question 4
Allow six steps from this list. If the list is not in a logical order deduct 1 mark.
� An initial meeting takes place with the client to discuss the project.
� The needs of the client are identified and agreed.
� A design is created and agreed upon.
� Initial drafts of the program are produced.
� Test plans are created and the tests carried out.
� Prototyping of user interfaces takes place, involving the client.
� Data structures are created.
� Bugs are fixed and a beta version is written, and tested by the client.
� The new system is installed for the client.
� Documentation is written.
� Training is given.

Question 5
Possible methods of installation include:
Direct, or ’big bang’
The new system replaces the old with no overlap. Best done at a weekend or some other quiet
time, because of the possible disruption caused.
Pilot
The new system is trialled in one location before being fully installed in all branches.

Advantages Disadvantages

Custom-
written

� The software will do exactly what
you want.

� It will have a smaller memory
footprint than off-the-shelf
software.

� The software copyright will belong
to the company.

� It will not have features you do not
want to use.

� It will probably be more expensive
than off-the-shelf software.

� It may have more bugs than off-
the-shelf software.

� The staff will not be familiar with
the software and will need training.

� Help may only be available from
the original manufacturer.

� There may be no user groups.
� It will not be available immediately.
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Parallel
The new system operates alongside the old for a time, then the old system stops and the new
system carries on.
Phased
Part of the new system replaces part of the old, while other tasks continue to use the old system.
The installation is spread over a period of time.

Question 6
This is a discussion question, so the student should provide at least three paragraphs: an intro-
duction, an elaboration and a conclusion. Points should be made in sufficient detail to make a
sensible discussion. For full marks the discussion must include reference to:
Direct method
Possibly the cheapest method of installation, with duplication of work and loss of time minimised,
but any faults in the new system could mean lost business. Also there is no possibility of comparing
results with the original system and it is difficult to repair faults while continuing to run the business.
Pilot method
Enables the company to compare results with the old system, fix any bugs found, modify staff
training in the light of experience and address customer comments before installing the system
in all locations. However, running the pilot requires staff time and can increase costs, and it takes
longer to install the new system.
Parallel method
If there are problems with the new system, the old system can still be referred to and used as a
backup in case of error. Staff training can take place while the new system is running. However,
data will have to be recorded in both systems, staff may become stressed with the extra work, the
cost of parallel running is greater than other methods, and extra accommodation must be arranged.
Phased method
The new system can be run in one location before being rolled out to all others, allowing bugs to
be fixed and staff to be trained at this location ready for the main changeover. However, it can
delay the start of full implementation, can involve extra staff and costs, and may not be possible
with this system.

Question 7
Any two reasons from the following:
� In order to check that the systems are functioning correctly and meeting the objectives origi-

nally specified.
� To ensure that the system does not get out of date or become old fashioned.
� To give staff operating the system the opportunity to register their observations on how well the

system is performing.
� To check whether the system is being affected by rising numbers of customers or changes in

legislation.

Question 8
a Adaptive maintenance is needed:

� if changes in working practices are identified in a review
� if there is an increase in the number of customers
� if new legislation affects the system

b Corrective maintenance is needed:
� to correct bugs and errors found in the system
� to replace faulty parts

c Perfective maintenance is needed:
� if new technology becomes available which might allow the performance of the system to be improved
� if a review indicates ways in which the system could be changed to enhance its performance
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Question 9
Any four criteria from the following:
� Is there an agreed problem specification?
� Does the software function as required?
� Are the HCIs adequate?
� Can data be transferred from the old system?
� Is the software robust?
� Is there user support?
� Can it be upgraded when the time comes?
� What are the development costs and can the software be sold on?
� Use of benchmarks to test performance.
� Compatibility with existing software base.

Question 10
a Alpha versions of programs are tested by the producers.
b Beta versions are tested by the client.

Question 11
Alpha testing or white-box testing is done under laboratory conditions and will ensure 
that the software works in isolation. Beta testing is carried out by the user in real working
conditions.

Question 12
Under real conditions the software may have to operate with unanticipated parameters or
in conjunction with other software, particularly in a multi-tasking system, which can result in
unexpected consequences.

Question 13
Elements in the risk analysis could include:
� Identify any potential risks.
� Examine the likelihood of a risk occurring.
� Discuss the short-term and long-term consequences of a threat.
� Discuss how the company would deal with a threat.

6 Implications of ICT
Question 1
a Customers; staff/employees.
b Any three from the following:

� staff views � equipment
� systems � accommodation

c Staff views:
� If the workforce is not behind the organisation there could be resentment or even strikes.
� Staff could ‘vote with their feet’ and go to work for other organisations.
� It is important that the employees feel comfortable with the changes and assist the management

to achieve a smooth transfer to the new system.
Systems:
� Systems need to be carefully implemented to ensure no loss of business while the change is

taking place.
� Careful planning before this stage begins could mean the difference between success and failure.
� It is important to decide not only the method of changeover but also when this might take place.
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� Customers must not be forgotten, and should be kept informed of the changes so they are not
lost to rival firms during the changeover.

Equipment:
� Equipment must be chosen carefully to ensure that it does the job and will not become redundant

in a short time.
� If the organisation relies heavily on the equipment, e.g. for a production line, it must thoroughly

test it before placing total reliance on it.
� Staff will need to be trained to operate it.
� Hardware maintenance schedules must be put in place.
Accommodation:
� The accommodation must be suitable for the new system.
� It must be able to house the new system and the staff, and if necessary have room for future

expansion.
� Health and safety laws must be considered, including those governing the use of computer

equipment by staff.
� Conditions should be made comfortable for working, possibly with air-conditioning, proper

lighting, seating, fire exits etc.
� The area where the accommodation is located must have the infrastructure necessary to support

the new business, for example broadband facilities, wide access roads, adequate utility supplies.

Question 2
The answer should cover the information listed on page 54 of the workbook, under the heading
‘Advantages and disadvantages of belonging to a professional body’.

Question 3
This is a discussion question, so the student should provide at least three paragraphs: an intro-
duction, an elaboration and a conclusion. Points should be made in sufficient detail to make a
sensible discussion. For full marks the discussion should be related to Vitrine Ltd and include
reference to the following:
� Changes in what is fashionable can affect production. Customers may want reflective glass or

new frame styles and colours, for example, which may require changes to the business and its
systems.

� Changes in legislation might require a change to the system or working practices. Laws relating
to data storage, health and safety of working conditions, and even discrimination in the workplace
can have an impact on the system, which must be adapted to accommodate the external change.

� Advances in technology may mean a system has to change, for example to enable the company
to keep up with competitors, or because the old technology is no longer supported, the software
does not run on new machines, or printer cartridges and other consumables for the ageing
hardware are no longer produced.

� External changes can affect the staff who work in an organisation. Changes in customer
spending patterns may force the organisation to cut back on staff in order to make the system
more efficient, or conversely staff may become overworked trying to cope with increased orders.
Employees may have to retrain.

� Economic changes. In hard times, such as an economic recession, customers may not buy
new windows. People stop spending on credit cards and so overall purchasing goes down. The
organisation may have to change the way it works, with corresponding changes to the system
to adapt to the external economic environment.

� Currency changes may affect the cost or availability of raw materials used by Vitrine. If the
monetary exchange rates change it can become more expensive to buy the materials, which
might force a change in the quantity of windows produced or the methods of manufacture, to
allow for the increased costs.
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Question 4
This is a discussion question, so the student should provide at least three paragraphs: an intro-
duction, an elaboration and a conclusion. Points should be made in sufficient detail to make a
sensible discussion. Points that could be made include:
Consultation:
� Consultation should take place between the management team and the staff.
� Members of the management team could survey the customers’ views of the possible 

change.
� Staff should be consulted on points of expertise and have input into the change to a new

system.
� If change means the business is to move from the present site, the staff should perhaps be asked

if they would be willing to work at the new site.
� Any misgivings the staff may have about the new system need to be listened to, so regular

meetings should take place.
Participation:
� Participation will help to make the staff and customers feel more comfortable and confident

about the change.
� Training opportunities need to be made available to both staff and customers.
� The transfer of data from the old system to the new one will need to be managed without dis-

ruption or error.
� Regular meetings between staff and the management team will allow the staff to feel they are

participating in the change.
Communication:
� Rumours and gossip can cause huge resentment among a workforce ignorant of the true 

facts.
� The employees need to be reassured by the management team that their jobs are secure and

that their existing skills are not undervalued.
� The benefits of the new system need to be explained to the staff to help them understand why

it is necessary and what the consequences of not changing might be.
� Advertising campaigns or leaflets distributed to customers should explain the advantages of the

new system.
� Timetables of planned changes and target dates for stages of the change should be well publi-

cised and known to everyone in the organisation.

Question 5
a If data are not kept confidential:

� customers may lose confidence in the company
� customers or staff may take legal action against the company
� customers or staff may suffer by having their identities stolen, their bank accounts emptied, etc.

b Award up to 2 marks each for any five from:
� Keeping data under lock and key can prevent physical access.
� Firewalls can help prevent unauthorised access from network traffic.
� Making backups allows any data lost to be restored.
� The use of encryption means that data that fall into the wrong hands cannot be understood.
� Biometric security such as fingerprints or retina scans can ensure the right person is accessing

the data.
� Software patches and updates keep the software viable by repairing gaps in security and allowing

the user to keep one step ahead of the hackers.
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� Anti-virus and anti-spyware software helps prevent a virus from attacking your computer and
stops hackers accessing your private details.

� Access rights can be granted, allowing certain people certain rights to certain data.
� Auditing allows logs of activity to be kept, so that you know who was where when, doing what.
� User IDs allow the computer to know who has what rights on the system and can also provide

information on which user is doing what.
� Passwords should be used, but should include numbers, letters and change of case to remain effective.

Question 6
This is a discussion question, so the student should provide at least three paragraphs: an intro-
duction, an elaboration and a conclusion. Points should be made in sufficient detail to make a
sensible discussion. Points that could be made include:
Hardware and software:
� use of voice input devices
� viewing of properties in 3D/as holograms
� automatic adjustment of windows to photographs of the customer’s property
� use of special glass to filter sound/ultraviolet light/heat or to darken automatically in bright

sunlight or at the end of the day
� development of new framing materials that do not rot
Customers:
� ability to order online from home
� customer uses website and supplies own photographs, which are used by Vitrine’s software
� customers can speak to the software to explain changes they want to the windows
� customers save money and reduce global warming by using windows that are able to collect

warmth to heat domestic water
Company:
� company makes more money/stays competitive
� employees can work from home
� customers do not visit office, which removes need for expensive customer areas and leads to

greater profit
� company can sell franchise/rights to use of software

Question 7
Any three from the following:
� Voice input to the software, allowing manipulation of windows by voice command.
� Software that intelligently finds the windows on the photograph and places the windows in the

correct place.
� Voice output with description of photo: how many windows, how many floors, etc.
� Braille output device for printing orders, with non-Braille printed duplicates for the customers.
� The ability to work from home, for those who would find it difficult to get to the office.

Question 8
a A DSS is a computer-based system used as a tool to help people make decisions. It can be used

to support operational, tactical or strategic decision-making.
b Vitrine would have a database containing details of customers which the DSS could access. There

would also be data from external sources about industry trends, competitors, suppliers and govern-
ment regulations. Data can be gathered by questionnaires, interviews and other forms of market
research. The managers would make a decision with the support of the DSS and using their own
judgement and experience.
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Question 9

Question 10
a Any two from the following:

� full backup � incremental backup
� differential backup � grandfather–father–son

b Any four from the following:
� who is responsible for the backup � which backup method will be used
� how frequently the backup will be taken � what backup medium will be used
� where the backup will be kept � what testing strategy will be put in place

Advantages of video conferencing Disadvantages of video conferencing

No need to travel to the meeting, thus
saving money on hotels and fares.

The system will require a high-quality broad-
band connection which will not break down.

New products and new initiatives are better
explained using voice and pictures than by
sending a memo.

Special hardware is required, e.g. a webcam
and a microphone, as well as an appropriate
room and software to manage the conference.

Not travelling means more time is available
for work and customers.

High initial set-up costs.

There is less chance of making bad
decisions because of tiredness from 
travelling.

Skilled technicians may need to be employed
at each conference centre to manage the
equipment.

There is the potential to hold meetings
more often because no time is wasted in
travelling between venues.

Not travelling reduces pollution.
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